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Paperback. Condition: New. 161 pages. A journey through a hidden history of our world. Erotic and
violent novel of war and passion. The chemistry between us was so hot and strong and I felt a rush
of fear and longing at the same time. Never before had I felt fear of a human. At this thought I
looked at him and pushed him away, and he tried to stop me but I was still physically stronger. I had
been shaken by this boymans kiss. I, the Goddess of Love, who had centuries of males falling over
themselves to climb into my bed. I could still taste him and that made me annoyed and aroused at
the same time. Couldnt I just kill him and make this all go away There is a union of sorts formed
with a good torturer, and these were the best of pain inflictors. They had turned it into an art form.
Aeons and aeons, time immeasurable these beings have been inflicting pain, I cant even begin to
imagine the things they have learnt, I do not want to! Our Creators knew the tolerance levels of
each nerve in my body and they enjoyed our pain...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional pdf and the typeface utilized was fascinating to read through. It can be writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of confusing. I
am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Prof. Arlie Bogan-- Prof. Arlie Bogan

It in a single of the best book. This is for those who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Barney Robel Jr.-- Dr. Barney Robel Jr.
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